Resolution SP2015-16-09
GSA Resolution in support of Graduate Student Appreciation Week.

WHEREAS, one of the strategic objectives of the Graduate Student Assembly (GSA) is to foster and enhance the overall quality and sense of graduate student community, and

WHEREAS, the National Association of Graduate and Professional Students has declared the first full week in April of each year to be Graduate Student Appreciation Week (GSAW), and

WHEREAS, the GSA Professional Development and Career Opportunities Committee has been working to put on a week of programs and events to celebrate graduate students, and

WHEREAS, the GSA wishes to use the communication and advertisement resources of the Association of Students of the University of Nebraska (ASUN) to reach a broad graduate student audience.

THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED, that the Graduate Student Assembly supports April 4-8, 2016 as Graduate Student Appreciation Week, and

THEREFORE, BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, that the Graduate Student Assembly allocates no more than $800 from its GSAW / Pro Devo budget line item previously carried over prior to the transition with ASUN for the purposes of food purchase and event advertising, and

THEREFORE, BE IT FINALLY RESOLVED, that the Graduate Student Assembly may use the ASUN logo and communication platforms for event advertisement.
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